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1.0 Executive summary  
 
The following summary intends to provide Guildford Borough Council with the key findings from 

the Chantry Wood Campsite Consultation undertaken by SMSR Ltd; between 24 October 2019 to 

Monday 30 November 2019.  The mixed method research engaged stakeholders through both 

quantitative and qualitative processes including an online survey (459 respondents) and two focus 

groups with supplementary in-depth interviews.  The research sought a balance of both individual 

and organisations to respond to the research questions and a blend of ‘users’ and ‘non-users’ of 

the Chantry Wood Campsite.  All contributors to the robust data are Guildford residents and 

Guildford organisations. 

While the consultation could be considered sensitive, measured in part by the public response, 

media exposure and number of Information Requests submitted, it is possible to distil down the data 

collected to identify with more accuracy, public opinion and opportunities for pragmatic next steps 

for the borough council. 

The quantitative, online consultation elicited 459 responses from Guildford residents and presented 

an overwhelming level of support for Option B - A campsite for the public: basic facilities.  With this 

option the Council would continue to provide a campsite with the existing basic facilities (chemical 

toilets and cold water supply). Repairs would cost about £36,000. The Council would continue to 

subsidise the campsite, costing about £5,000 a year.  In total 60% of participants within the online 

consultation stated Option B as their preferred solution for the Chantry Wood campsite (71% of 

users stated this as their preferred option compared to 50% non-users) while overall 20% stated the 

Option B as their second preference. 

While support for Option B is dominant the caveat must be that it presented the only viable option 

for the site which retained the capacity for public camping.  While Option A incorporated public 

access it was vehemently rejected through the qualitative engagement due to both cost and the 

potential detrimental impact on the area as one Outstanding Natural Beauty through increased 

visitor numbers and considered less favourable in the quantitative process for the same reasons. 

The qualitative engagement process revealed stakeholder concern for the potential loss of the 

facility for public camping; while there was no resistance to use of the facilities from scout groups, 

schools and forest schools, in fact, these cohorts were encouraged to occupy the camping space, as 

was opportunities for these groups to coexist with public campers. 

Understanding was demonstrated by respondents that a council facility operating at a financial loss 

was both of concern and not considered sustainable while there was an appetite to work 

collaboratively to identify a solution which may satiate stakeholders and the borough councils’ 

requirements, this needs further exploration as the chances of working this way were not explicitly 

tested during the groups. 

The qualitative process included flexibility to explore opportunities to reengineer the site which 

would reposition the asset and mitigate the current financial deficit it operates under.  These 

discussions incorporated an almost amalgamation of options A-D tested within the online survey; it 

is possible to validate these suggestions with data yielded from the quantitative consultation. 

While current Chantry Wood campsite price point was considered high in the context of the quality 
of amenities/ facilities offered, reinforced when considering the price of alternative sites and their 
standard of facilities it is thought of as having a Unique Selling Point which could justify a higher 
admission/ price per person; the USP is considered it’s semi-wild location and facilities.  The capacity 



for higher user charges were initially framed as an opportunity for the borough council to offset its 
current losses although concessions were made that delivery of the service were still outside the 
scope of the authority’s core business activity.  The potential for greater revenue was discussed as 
an opportunity to attract delivering organisations which could capitalise on this commercial 
prospect, allowing the council to retain ownership of the land, discharge the current financial and 
operational responsibility which is a peripheral activity and protect public use while maintaining the 
potential for forest school stewardship.  Within the quantitative process; more than nine-tenths of 
those that had used the site (92%) agreed the campsite offered value for money and 73% said they 
would be willing to pay more than the current fee of £4.75 per night with 66% suggesting they would 
pay up to £10 per night and 7% that would pay up to £15 per night. 
 
While the concept of a forest school assuming responsibility for the management of public bookings 
is a fledgling one, feedback suggested by forest school representatives indicated a greater sense of 
what the responsibility, length of lease/ contract and associated costs could look like would provide 
a platform to assess the feasibility of opportunity.  In-depth interview data indicated the value of a 
‘worked-up’ contract or lease, not necessarily for public consultation but as an instrument to gain a 
more accurate response and level of interest to the opportunities available to stakeholders.   
 
Within both the qualitative and quantitative strands there was some public enquiry into the capacity 
for volunteer contribution; this was broadly split into two cohorts of ‘redevelopment’ and 
‘maintenance’.  Within the quantitative process the focus was primarily on the value of local 
“volunteers” to undertake “necessary repairs” and engaging “local businesses to make the necessary 
repairs”.  The authority was also questioned in terms of appropriateness as an organisation being 
“responsible for utilising such a great space”?   
 
Within the qualitative engagement there was development to this line of thinking and questions 
again raised regarding the management of the campsite and the most effective organisation; “There 
are examples of other parts of the UK were council services are run by community groups, such as 
libraries and things; there is no reason why an interested stakeholder group couldn’t form, even 
something like a CIC (Community Interest Company) be developed, but the appetite would have to 
be tested, it is easy to suggest but I have no idea if there is a collective ready to consider this”. 
 
While the ideas were fledgling the data indicated an alternative organisation responsible for the 
management of the campsite is part of some public discourse and represents a further opportunity 
to ‘test’ an alternative way of managing the site.  An important distinction to make is that only 
management of the campsite was discussed in this context, not ownership and while the term 
‘volunteer’ was not specifically defined it was used fluidly enough to be interpreted as an alternative 
to the borough council. 
 
It is clear there are a number of competing priorities across stakeholder groups and a requirement to 
address the financial shortfall of the site by the borough council.  The quantitative data indicated 
while ‘public camping’ was the priority, Option C – A campsite for schools and scouts only was 
ranked a second priority by 32% and their 3rd priority by 41%, although just 8% ranked it as their 
number one option.  The indication then, reinforced through the interest of forest schools in the 
potential use of the site is to develop framework which supports multi-use (public, schools, scouts 
and forest schools) under the ownership of the council and the management of a contractor, 
consortium or partnership. 
 
Therefore, a recommendation can be made which is two-fold: 
 



1. Develop a framework/ contract/ lease which can be tested within the market with potential 
custodians to inform a formal procurement process. 

2. Develop a revised suite of options for further public consultation  
 
The opportunity to engage potential contractors would likely require the development of a greater 
degree of detail than is currently available in order to expedite the process.  The value of a second 
level plan in this regard may also serve to retain public confidence and provide a message which can 
be communicated to the wider public, i.e. a desire to retain public access is reflected in the second-
level plan we are market testing. 
 
Further public consultation is recommended with caution as it incurs further costs which may not 
provide a social return on the investment and the data it generates may be negligible in its value.  
The current intelligence indicates a deteriorating campsite and declining user numbers which is 
requiring of some investment.  Large scale investment would not receive public support although 
the closure to public use would equally generate a strong and negative public response.  The 
requirements to create an efficient campsite which is commercially viable is likely extraneous to 
Guildford Borough Councils business model although could provide a commercial opportunity for a 
third party. 
 
The value of a contractor utilising the current facilities, incentivised further by the councils 
consideration of a small (circa £30k) investment to make good the current facilities would allay 
public fear that part of an AONB would no longer be under the authorities ownership and the 
qualitative and quantitative data relating to site fees suggests for a prospective contract or lease 
holder the public are willing to spend more money per person, per night than currently experienced 
by the incumbent. 
 
For completeness, Option E – No campsite was the least popular option with 61% ranked this as 
their 5th preferred option; 48% of non-users mentioned this as their 5th preferred option compared 
to 73% of users.  In total 15% of non-users stated this as their 1st preferred option compared to just 
3% of users.  
 
  



2.0 Public literature 
 
To support a public consultation, encourage engagement and familiarity in both the subject and the 
options being explored the following background information was provided with the consultation 
documents. 
 

Introduction 
 
We are considering the future of Chantry Wood campsite. This is a small campsite in Chantry Wood 
which we own and manage.  It has been run as a small site for schools, scouts and guides and other 
groups since the 1960s with some limited forest school use.  The campsite needs refurbishing, and to 
bring it up to meet today’s standards and regulations would cost about £300,000. 
 

Why we are consulting with you 
 
We want to safeguard Chantry Wood for everyone to enjoy. We are carefully considering the future 
of the campsite and its surrounding area. We would like to make the campsite facilities available to a 
permanent forest school to carry out activities on the campsite and in the woodland, with continuing 
use by scouts, guides and school groups. Like all councils we have challenging and competing 
financial pressures. We try to balance the needs of the community with our aim of providing more 
efficient services. This is why it is important that we review facilities like this, to see whether they 
should continue and to make sure they are run in the best way possible. 
 

Have your say 
 
We will consider your feedback and use it to help inform decisions on the future use of the campsite. 
All responses are anonymous and we are working with an independent agency, SMSR Ltd., who will 
process your replies on our behalf. We are considering the future of Chantry Wood campsite. This is 
a small campsite in Chantry Wood which we own and manage. It has been run as a small site for 
schools, scouts and guides and other groups since the 1960s with some limited forest school use. 
The campsite needs refurbishing, and to bring it up to meet today’s standards and regulations would 
cost about £300,000. 

 

Background information 
 
We want to safeguard Chantry Wood for everyone to enjoy. We are carefully considering the future 
of the campsite and its surrounding area. We would like to make the campsite facilities available to a 
permanent forest school to carry out activities on the campsite and in the woodland, with continuing 
use by scouts, guides and school groups. 
 
Like all councils we have challenging and competing financial pressures. We try to balance the needs 
of the community with our aim of providing more efficient services. This is why it is important that 
we review facilities like this, to see whether they should continue and to make sure they are run in 
the best way possible. 
 

Next steps 
 
We will consider your feedback and use it to help inform decisions on the future use of the campsite. 
All responses are anonymous and we are working with an independent agency, SMSR, who will 
process your replies on our behalf. 
 



3.0 Method & Sampling  
 
It was important that the methodological approach was robust and wide reaching and therefore it was 
decided that a combination of methods would be utilised. The overview of the approach was as 
follows:  
 

3.1 Online Survey 
 
A questionnaire was designed and developed in conjunction with officers at Guildford Borough Council. 
The process ensured that all draft versions of the questionnaire were piloted and tested. A copy of the 
final questionnaire can be found in the appendices.  
 
When the questionnaire was approved an online link was produced. This link was promoted to local 
residents in various ways, including through the issuing of a press release and promotional material/ 
posters in Chantry Wood.  In addition to residential views, the online survey yielded responses on 
behalf of the following local groups/ organisations:  
 

 Reigate and Redhill Woodcraft Folk  

 Surrey Hills AONB Board  

 Families of children in local schools, primarily Boxgrove Primary 

 Guildford Scouts  

 Boxgrove Dads and kids adventure club  

 St Saviours Beavers, Cubs and Scouts  

 Emmaus Rd Church and Matrix Charity  

 Family unit 

 1st Stoughton Scout Group  

 Holy Trinity Amenity Group 

 Woodcraft Folk 
 
The online survey was accessible via a dedicated page on the council’s website from 24 October 2019 
to Monday 30 December 2019.  A total of 459 residents completed the survey. 
 
The online survey utilised non-probability (convenience) sampling as participants self-selected based 
on their availability and willingness to take part.  The online survey was open to all Guildford Borough 
residents. 
 



 
 

 
 

 
  



 

3.2 Focus groups & in-depth interviews  
 
The qualitative phase of the project was fundamental in ensuring a deeper insight was achieved when 
considering the future of the campsite.  The council provided SMSR Ltd with a list of individuals and 
organisations that were associated with the campsite or organisations that had an interest in the 
provision.  This contact list included schools, scout groups, forest school providers and individual 
advocates of the campsite; all individuals and groups had experience of residential stays, day visits or 
had utilised the Chantries for the delivery of activities (in the case of forest schools).     
 
Of the stakeholder list identified, all were invited to participate in the focus groups delivered at 
Millmead House, Guildford, on the evenings of the 12th and 13th November 2019; those which were 
unable to attend a focus group were provided with an opportunity to participate in an in-depth 
interview in a one-to-one format.  5 stakeholders engaged in the interview process (3 individual 
residents and 2 forest school representatives).  Interviews were conducted both face to face and by 
telephone at the participants preference between 28th November 2019 and 13th December 2019.  
Interviews typically lasted between 1 and 2 hours with the addition of several supplementary 
conversations for the purpose of clarification or further explanation.  Interviews followed a semi-
structured script to: 
  

 establish the relationship of the respondent with the campsite 

 their understanding of the borough council proposals  

 their position with regard to a preferred solution  

 alternative views and/or preferences for the Chantry Wood campsite 
 
The focus groups were attended predominantly by individual residents although representation was 
recorded from two forest schools (Wild Learning and Little Rays Forest School) and a Guildford based 
scouting group (First Normandy Scouts).  None of the 5 mainstream education providers/ schools 
accepted the invitation to attend the qualitative process.  
 
Focus groups lasted approx. 2 hours and were used to give more detailed information to residents so 
they could have a more informed discussion; initially structured around a short presentation, 
illustrating a timeline of events from December 2018 up to and including the current consultation 
and the suite of options for the campsite being tested with stakeholders.  The presentation included 
available footfall and throughput data of the Chantry Wood campsite in addition to revenue 
generated and forecasted expenditure.  The purpose of the presentation was to assume a degree of 
common currency with participants underpinned by fact and dispel any mistruths related to the sites 
planning which may have been perpetuated within either the public narrative and/ or media 
coverage. 
 
Alongside the attendees from the initial stakeholder list, the groups were recruited utilising the 
council’s Citizens Panel and included both users and non-users of the site.  ‘Users’ were defined for 
the purpose of the consultation as individuals which had experience of residential stays at the 
Chantry Wood campsite and not solely users of the wider Chantry Wood area. 
 
In total 25 residents attended the two groups (13 & 12) and the sampling process was considered 
stratified, i.e. each attendee had a similar characteristic (all Guildford residents) while subgroups 
were identified which in this instance was ‘users’ and ‘non-users’ of the campsite.  Each group was 
facilitated by a research consultant from SMSR Ltd and attended as an observer by the Guildford 
Borough Council Countryside Manager. 
  



4.0 Summary of qualitative work 
 
Qualitative feedback identified a preference for a campsite which was retained by the borough 
council with regard to ownership, although managed, via a procured contract to a third party (or 
parties). 
 
Much of the public resistance was rooted in a perception that the “the council are just getting rid of 
assets” which prompted exploration of scenarios through which the council retained its ownership 
of the site while the day-to-day management and financial responsibility of the concern was the 
responsibility of a contractor. 
 
Of interest, during the consultation process, there was no indication that the borough council 
intended to forfeit ownership of the campsite through sale or transfer yet this was central to public 
concern; other public concerns were noted within the consultation such as “…the large fence that is 
going to be built in the middle of the Chantries around the campsite for a forest school”.  Similarly, 
the construction of a fence, much like the fear of the site’s sale were not recorded as council 
thinking but rather emanating from public opposition.  This narrative appeared to gain traction 
through public discussion and media exposure and represented a barrier in engaging stakeholders to 
identify their preferred options for the campsite. 
 
The benefit of a less structured qualitative consultation, i.e. exploring options which included (and 
extended beyond) the borough councils five suggested options was an opportunity to test 
alternative configurations that met both the council’s objectives and public preference. 
 
This included consideration of elements of the different options, fused together to suggest a new 
alternative.  For example, within the qualitative work, participants explored opportunities to retain 
public bookings for the site, addressing a primary concern that this capacity will be lost through any 
future changes. 
 
The rationale for protecting public bookings was ingrained in a perception that the Chantries, as a 
campsite had a number of points of difference to other facilities in the area; “It is the simplicity of it 
that you do not get anywhere else, there are not many places in the UK like the Chantry Wood 
campsite, I would pay more money to keep it as it is”. 
 
This perception appeared to be a key driver within the qualitative work that also explicitly saw the 
rejection of the option to invest in the campsite to service current building regulations, compliance 
and code; “…no, this is not what the site is about, we don’t want it turned into a generic campsite 
and we don’t want the council investing their finite resources in this way”. 
 
Additionally, and alongside fiscal responsibility there was a demonstrable awareness of the Chantry 
Wood campsite being located within an area of outstanding natural beauty (AONB); “Any large scale 
development would upset the ecosystem and from a look at the numbers, there is no guaranteed 
return on a large development so this should be off the table.  In fact, it should never have been on 
the table”. 
 
There was further support for maintaining the biodiversity of the area and a challenge to and 
development of the site; “There is already irreparable damage to the bluebells in the woods so I 
would like to see the site returned to its natural state and left to grass over”.  While this opinion was 
a solitary one within the qualitative work there was a further, sympathetic contribution which 
rejected any large scale redevelopment, predicated on traffic congestion; “It is a rat run already and 
there is minimal parking on the site, when you live close to they woods you suffer as a resident.  If 



you start to develop the facilities and encourage more visitors, it will be a nightmare for local 
residents… the traffic, the pollution, it will be awful”.   
 
While the contribution from organised groups was small, representatives from a Guildford based 
Scout collective indicated that the facilities currently were already aligned to the ambitions of the 
Scout movement and an over-development of the site “would take something away from what Scout 
groups take from the experience”.   
 
The qualitative engagement process was used to test, explicitly, the perception of a forest school 
being delivered within the Chantry Wood space.  Representatives of 4 schools were invited to 
participate in the process and 3 engaged proactively; a degree of education was required for the 
wider participants in terms of what a forest school was and in what ways a school would utilise the 
land.  The concept of a “low-impact” and “environmentally friendly outdoor education service for 
children” received a positive response from participants.  The challenge, if any was to reconcile how 
a forest school, a primarily day-service which operate Monday through Friday would be prohibitive 
to members of the public camping on the site during evening and weekends? 
 
Representatives of the forest schools described how the management of a commercial camping 
facility was not part of their current business models and therefore remained as an unknown 
although “If some more detail was provided it would be something that could be considered”.  The 
“detail”, in this instance was considered to be pertaining to the length and cost of the lease to 
provide a platform for a prospective forest school “to consider if we are capable of delivering the 
service, if there was any financial value and the level of risk involved… it would also allow us to 
consider if a partnership or collaboration was required to make it viable”. 
 
Within the in-depth interview process a respondent considered their “concerns” regarding the site 
development; “Primarily, I am worried that the council are looking to give up their ownership of the 
campsite and what that is indicative of?  Is it the start of a bigger initiative in which more of the land 
will be parcelled off through sales?” 
 
When asked to reflect on the options to develop the Chantry Wood campsite while retaining 
ownership of the land and devolve its management through a lease; the participant described; “I 
have no issue with that in principal, but I think an idea would have been to develop a lease, not every 
detail, but a high-level view of what that might look like.  It might allay some fears from an 
ownership point of view that people might have, like me, and calm any concerns about the site being 
over developed… it might even help prospective contractors like the forest schools to develop a sense 
of what is on the table”. 
 
A similar line of thinking was identified elsewhere within both the group consultation and additional 
in-depth interviews; “Some of these options (A-E) are pointless, I think I understand why they have 
been suggested because the council a required to demonstrate a breadth of thinking, but in reality, a 
couple of options like B, C and D should be worked up with more detail, because the solution is 
somewhere in those and a greater understanding of what that looks like would probably move the 
process on”.   
 
While the qualitative process was observed as being collaborative there appeared to be a number of 
contributions within (two of) the in-depth interviews that although related to the campsite were 
concerned to a greater extent with the Guildford political landscape and the integrity of the 
consultation.  One participant explained; “There was an absolute abuse of power in the previous 
administration and I think the current party took the reins on the back of that, people thought they 
represented an ethical alternative.  The problem is, it now looks like they have continued the culture 



of the previous administration.  They (borough council) are very good at responding to certain 
problems; parking problems and bin problems, but as soon as it is not in the handbook, they struggle.  
The chantries campsite is not in the handbook so it is like, ‘we don’t understand this particular 
problem so we will sell it off’. I’m sorry, you can’t do that”. 
 
The concern regarding the decision making of the council within the current Chantry Wood process 
was further placed into context when the perception of the previous administration and the depth 
of feeling towards them were revealed; “There were two particular people for me and I think they 
degraded their office, I think they degraded public office and I considered reporting them to the local 
government ombudsman because I understand there is a process for that and I think they met the 
threshold”. 
 
Despite a politically centric view there was an opportunity to develop a response regarding next 
steps in relation to the process and the participant described; “What I think needs to happen now is 
more engagement, lets shape what this looks like, collaboratively, together.  That way you will start 
to build political capital.  If they (Liberal Democrats) go their best instincts, as Liberals, they will 
engage the people.  That is why the liberals did so well in May, people felt they would hear them”. 
 
A more challenging view held by a participant focussed on the integrity of the consultation, 
questioning the transparency of the council’s ambition; “Don’t get me wrong I am delighted this 
consultation has been extended and an independent research service is responsible but there are too 
many contradictions and too many inaccuracies within the data that has been used to justify the 
decision”.  
  
The respondent whom reports being active in their opposition to the council decision to initially 
close the campsite to public use, particularly through the administration of Freedom of Information 
Requests believes the council to already “have a preferred option, which is to close”; adding, “The 
site has been left to deteriorate, one of the fire-pits has been back-filled and the grass is not 
maintained as it should…  it’s like the council has tried to close it by stealth”.   
 
When attempting to clarify a position of the respondent in terms of a preference for ‘next steps’ 
they expressed, “I would like to see the site managed, maintained and simply run properly before a 
view is taken that it is unsustainable or unfeasible to operate”.  When encouraged to consider the 
suggested opportunities for change (options A-E) and the narrative within the qualitative work which 
at times was more dynamic, the respondent’s position did not move and considered; “I have heard 
the argument that management of the campsite is not part of the council’s core business but how 
this is different from management of a number of other facilities, i.e. a mini golf course? The idea 
which has been promoted that the site is a scout campsite is a completely false narrative.  There is 
already demonstrable diversity in the use of the site but much of the management of the site 
marginalises or excludes particular groups… the £5.00 (per person) charge excludes large school 
bookings.  It is not affordable when schools consider the overall cost of a booking, but a sensible 
approach to the overall price structure might allow groups like schools to be subsidised or even free”. 
 
Asked if consideration of the site operating “at a loss” changed their perspective on the future 
management of the space, it appeared to not alter the view held which considered; “There is a 
requirement to have a little more transparency in relation to the proposed investment levels.  What is 
the £35k for? What work will be undertaken for that money? And there are discrepancies in the data 
offered by the council in the context of visitor numbers.  The site has always been a multi-use facility 
but greater use is by far through families and private bookings.  Restricting the access is counter-
intuitive to a successful facility as you are alienating two thirds of the users”.  
 



5.0 Summary of quantitative work 
 
The vast majority of respondents (96%) that completed the online survey were aware of the Chantry 
Wood campsite, just 4% were unaware before they completed the survey.  
 
Just less than half (48%) had never used the facility, 19% had used it once with 22% that has used it 
2-5 times and 11% that had used it more than 5 times.  
 
Three-quarters of previous camp users had booked for more than 6 people with 17% that had 
booked for 6-10 people, 23% that had booked for between 11 and 20 people and 35% who had 
booked for more than 21 people. 
 
The main reason identified for using the campsite was for recreational camping (67%), 11% said it 
was for organisational camping, 10% said it had been used for a party and 2% through forest schools. 
 
Satisfaction was very high with all aspects of the campsite experience which included the booking 
process, location, access and their whole experience, almost a quarter (22%) did however, state that 
they were dissatisfied with the facilities. 
 
More than nine-tenths of camp site users (92%) agreed the campsite offered value for money and 
73% said they would be willing to pay more than the current fee of £4.75 per night with 66% 
suggesting they would pay up to £10 per night and 7% that would pay up to £15 per night. 
 
Of the five options presented to respondents Option B was considered the most popular with 60% 
rating this as their first choice and 20% ranked it as their second choice. Option C was ranked a 
second priority by 32% and their 3rd priority by 41%, although just 9% ranked it as their number one 
option. 
 
Option E was the least popular option with 61% ranked this as their 5th option.  Options A and D 
received mixed results 44% suggesting option A was their first or second favourite option and 30% 
ranked option D as their first or second choice. 
 
The table below shows the options ranked in terms of those that said it was their most preferred 
option: 
 

Option % 

Option B – A campsite for the public: basic facilities 60% 

Option D - Forest school education 18% 

Option A – A refurbished campsite for the public 15% 

Option C – A campsite for school and scouts only 9% 

Option E – No campsite 9% 

 

Option E – No campsite was the least popular option with 61% ranked this as their 5th preferred 

option, this was 48% for users and 73% for non-users. 

 

 



It is worth noting the difference in opinion between users and non-users in terms of their preferred 

option. 

 

Option % Users % Non-Users 

Option B – A campsite for the public: basic facilities 71% 50% 

Option D - Forest school education 10% 24% 

Option A – A refurbished campsite for the public 19% 13% 

Option C – A campsite for school and scouts only 6% 12% 

Option E – No campsite 3% 15% 

 

 

  



5.1 Quantitative findings  

 
The following results show the key findings from the online survey, which highlight all responses 
from the completed surveys.  Questions on the camp facilities were only asked to those who have 
used the site.   
 

It should be noted that when reading the results within the report, often percentages will be 

rounded up or down to the nearest one per cent.  Therefore occasionally figures may add up 

to 101% or 99%.  Base numbers may also add up to less than 459 due to missed answers by 

the respondent. 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Please rank your preferred option 
 

Option % 

Option B – A campsite for the public: basic facilities 60% 

Option D - Forest school education 18% 

Option A – A refurbished campsite for the public 15% 

Option C – A campsite for school and scouts only 9% 

Option E – No campsite 9% 

 

 

 

The full break down by the full raking exercise is highlighted in the chart below: 



 

 

 

  

15% 

60% 

9% 

18% 

9% 

29% 

19% 

32% 

12% 

6% 

15% 

10% 

41% 

22% 

8% 

18% 

9% 

14% 

35% 

16% 

23% 

2% 

5% 

12% 

61% 

Option A – A refurbished campsite for 
the public 

Option B - A campsite for the public:
basic facilities

Option C – A campsite for schools and 
scouts only 

Option D - Forest school education

Option E - No campsite

Please rank your preferred option 1 being your most preferred option and 5 being 
your least preferred option: 

1 - Most preferred option 2 3 4 5 - Least preferred option



 

6.0 Appendices 
 

6.1 Chantry Wood campsite consultation online survey 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

  



6.2 Graphical presentation of option by option respondent preference  
 
The following charts breakdown respondent preference for each of the suggested options for the 
Chantry Wood campsite.  The reference, the options were described as:  
 
Option A – A refurbished campsite for the public - The Council would provide a campsite for the 
public at Chantry Wood, with showers, changing rooms, washing facilities, hot and cold running 
water and mains toilets. This would cost about £300,000 for electricity, water, major works including 
some tree removal to provide the infrastructure. An increase in visitor numbers and 
bookings per night would be needed to offset some of the refurbishment costs. 
 
This would change the tranquillity and habitat of the area and increase traffic through the woodland. 
 
The Council might be able to make a small annual profit of £2,500. 
 
Option B - A campsite for the public: basic facilities - The Council would continue to provide a 
campsite with the existing basic facilities (chemical toilets and cold water supply). Repairs would cost 
about £36,000. The Council would continue to subsidise the campsite, costing about £5,000 a year. 
 
Option C – A campsite for schools and scouts only – The Council would continue to provide a 
campsite with the existing basic facilities. Repairs would cost about £36,000. The Council would 
continue to subsidise the campsite. Running costs would be much lower than Option A. 
 
Option D - Forest school education - The Council would make the campsite available to a forest 
school to carry out educational activities on the campsite and in the woodland. It would improve 
forest school provision in Chantry Wood. Scouts, guides and school groups would continue to use 
the campsite. Camping would not be available to the public. This option would cost about £36,000 
for repairs to the existing facilities. The Council would generate an annual income of about £7-9,000 
which would cover the repairs and ongoing maintenance costs. Conditions would be put in place to 
limit numbers. 
 
Option E - No campsite – The existing buildings would be removed and the campsite area would be 
returned to grassland and woodland for nature conservation. This would cost about £8,000. There 
would be no further running costs to the Council. 
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6.3 Cross-tab presentation of option by option respondent preference 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 



 

   

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

   



  
 
Any further comments you would like to make…? 

  The campsite is a beautiful part of the chantries and needs to be kept as rural as possible. 
Improving facilities for school/scout use is good. Spending £300,000 is too much and could 
surely be spent in local schools/nurseries to improve those facilities and benefit many more 
individuals. 

 We have always really enjoyed staying at the campsite and although the facilities are limited, 
it is a very special place. Thanks, have the campsite to ourselves is good. A slight improvement 
in facilities such as a composting toilet would be welcome. 

 Please continue to provide public access to the campsite. Our family has had many wonderful 
experiences there. Restricting it to Forest school use would be fundamentally unfair to the 
rest of the community who would be denied camping access to an amazing site. Increasing 
fees to pay for new facilities would seem to be the way forward. 

 These plans are great, but none of them are sufficient if you don't deal with the most 
fundamental flaw of the site: The main issue we found was the safeguarding aspect of people 
walking through our camp at all hours of the day and night. People stopping to watch our 
young people playing group games, dogs off leads early in the morning sniffing for food. 
Nobody malicious, but you just don't know. We had to be watching out all the time to see 
who was on the site. As a local youth group, we had been really keen to try the site and had 
been trying to book for years, but didn't feel afterwards that we could take our young people 
again as we couldn't guarantee even vaguely sensible safety precautions to their parents. 

 For goodness sake, please don’t start charging the general public just to walk there, we DO 
NOT want another 'Newlands Corner’ situation!! 

 Option B, then C, D, A and E. 

 Option B is best. The reason the campsite is so loved is because it has a real “back to basics” 
feel about it. Families love using this area and it is an important asset to have available to 
Guildford residents and visitors from further afield. 

 The whole appeal of camping here is that it is basic and part of the countryside. Having the 
whole site to yourself was also a huge attraction as the kids can run around and play in the 
woods without fear of annoying other campers and in safety as they can still be seen from the 
site. To develop this with more facilities so more campers can stay would ruin the tranquillity 
of the site, especially removing trees to make way for bigger facilities. You make the facilities 
quite clear at time of booking so there is no surprise when you arrive. It would be a real 
shame to stop allowing the public access to camp here, it’s part of its uniqueness. 

 The site is great as it is - a natural camping location that has minimal impact on the 
surrounding area. We - with a number of other local families come every year. 

 I think the campsite is wonderful and hope it continues to be available as it is today. Is it a real 
asset to the community? A lot of its charm (and the joy our children get from it) is how under 
developed it is. 

 it would be nice to have a campsite that is open for booking by local people, but not traipsing 
large numbers of people from other places through the area. 

 We stayed with a big party of adults and children in the summer. A great time was had by 
everyone. It was a real pleasure to see the children playing free and wild in the woods with 
their friends and experiencing nature. 

 Option 1C schools and scouts, option 2E and option 3D. Unable to put these numbers in boxes 
above. 

 Not sure if my numbers registered as I’m doing this on the phone. 1 for public - basic facilities, 
and 2 for public - refurbished. Don’t feel strongly about the remaining three options but think 
it would be really important to ensure that if this is opened up to increased public use that 



you preserve the tranquillity and environment. This is a beautiful spot and so much of its 
appeal is that it is not too developed and that it is a wild escape, that groups can use to gain 
an experience of living close to nature. 

 The campsite is a brilliant and beautiful asset that should remain open to the public. My 
family and friends have enjoyed some of our favourite camping trips at the site and we hope 
that this continues to be open to us and all families for years to come. If it comes down to 
cost, it does not matter if the facilities are basic. 

 Keep the campsite open for Guildford residents, but promote it more. I think a lot of people 
don't know about it. 

 We have taken our two daughters to the campsite every year since they were born (our 
oldest is now 11) and they have both loved it. It is magical to be able to go camping so close 
to a big town and get the feeling of being somewhere rural. The fire pits provide endless 
entertainment for the young and a great place for us parents to huddle around and catch up. 
One of the gems of Guildford. 

 This is such a lovely site! There aren't any other campsites near Guildford that will take a 
larger group. It would be such a shame to lose this facility for the public. 

 It’s a great place as it is and its appeal is its basic nature. 

 It’s a fantastic location and it’s great that it’s as basic as it is. It really feels like you are in the 
wild (but actually Guildford is so close). Pit toilets would be fine if chemical toilets needed to 
be removed. It works in Canada! 

 Focus on the environment is key, especially given the emergency declared recently. The 
expansion to have shower blocks etc. should be avoided as this would impact the local area 
much more. We walk at Chantry every day and love how untouched it remains. Walkers, 
runners and dog walkers use this site and need to be considered too. 

 This is a great campsite for those with young families to attend. There doesn’t seem to be a 
plan to encourage families here. 

 I think it’s important to maintain the tranquillity of the area. 

 I’ve grown up in Guildford and moved back 10 years ago, it’s only last year that I knew you 
could hire the campsite. What a shame for us, but I hired last year and only one group can 
hire for a whole weekend, this doesn’t make practical sense, especially over busy summer 
periods when your demand is high. Consider better marketing. I don’t disagree with Forest 
school, but I think it wrong to give to one Forest school company, this is monopoly, but why 
can’t it be offered to a few companies to manage over the weekdays only to run concurrently 
with the campsite, as they are generally in the woods anyway. 

 Option B, A, C and then D. 

 The beauty of the campsite is that it is low key and simple, allowing people to respect the 
woods. 

 I only support option B. There are plenty of places to camp in the south east of England with 
“proper” facilities. We camp at Chantry Wood because it is basic and unspoilt, and therefore 
is a really special family experience. I assume the costs listed in option B do not take into 
account an increased nightly fee. I imagine if it did rise to £10 per person that annual cost 
quoted would be largely if not wholly offset. This is a really special facility and we all camp 
there because it is different. 

 A more developed campsite would ruin the beauty of Chantry Wood. 

 Plant more trees. 

 The magic of the site are its simple facilities - toilets and running water and the amazing 
location.  Flushing toilets would be a good improvement. A refurbished site for the public 
would damage the environment, there are also plenty of public campsites around. Use by a 
Forest school is fine but they should not take booking priority. 

 Intrusion into this Green Belt site should be kept to the absolute minimum. I dislike options C 



and D which limit public access and enjoyment of the site. Therefore, strong preference for 
options B or E. I live nearby. 

 In all the years I've walked through this part of the Chantries I've hardly ever seen someone 
camp there who was not part of a school/scout/youth group. They are the obvious 
beneficiaries of this wonderful space. Paying out for a hardly used public facility at £360k 
makes no sense at all. 

 I am not sure I can answer the above about ranking options as perhaps it’s not iPhone 
friendly. I am happy with a basic campsite and keeping the area as close to nature as possible. 
I would not support the forest school as this limit’s user groups to school age children rather 
than all ages. 

 I do not feel this site merits a campsite because there are no parking facilities in the woods.  
The nearest car parks are at the bottom of St Martha's Hill, which is small and always full at 
the weekends, and the other end of the Chantries at Pilgrims Way.  This is a small car park and 
a good way from the proposed site. 

 If it isn’t broke don’t fix it. Leave it to run as a basic campsite and charge a little extra for 
repairs. I am strongly opposed to any other option. 

 Just upgrade the barn to provide basic bunk beds like those of Scottish Bothies, and include a 
covered veranda for outdoors cooking. 

 The area is interesting because it is wild and basic. 

 I’m strongly in favour of the campsite remaining open to the public and to scouts, brownies 
etc. with basic facilities but I think it’s worth considering whether some of these options can 
be combined e.g. Forest school Monday-Friday and term time Monday-Thursday but the 
campsite remains open to the public and/or scouts/brownies etc. with basic facilities during 
holidays and at weekends (Friday-Sunday). 

 The fact the campsite has minimal facilities is what makes it such a good campsite. There are 
plenty of privately run modern, busy and overcrowded campsites in Surrey already. The 
location of this campsite makes it perfect for long distance walkers/runners, and in my 
opinion should be left as it is, with minor repairs. I am sure volunteers could be found for this. 

 The combination of nature and simple facilities works well. 

 A low-key campsite aimed primarily or exclusively at giving children the experience of 
sleeping under canvas and enjoying the adjacent woodland and views during the day seems 
the most appropriate. They would have simple but hygienic toilets and showers. Being in the 
AONB it would accord with the Government's Glover Review recommendation "a night under 
the stars in a national landscape for every child". The health and wellbeing benefits for 
children would be significant and the experience would stay with them for life. 

 This is an incredibly special place made all the more beautiful by the fact that the facilities are 
basic. I worry that expanding the campsite and improving the facilities will only end up 
destroying the charm of the campsite. Currently it is a place I go every year with my family 
and friends to escape and relax. I like the fact that there is no shower etc and no other 
campers around!! I would rather there was no camping at all or that the campsite was used as 
a Forest school than see the site covered with litter and used by people who do not fully 
appreciate it. PLEASE keep the campsite just as it is. It really is one of my favourite places and 
I feel immensely privileged to be able to us it. 

 Leasing for Forest school use would exclude the general public, I assume. More 
encouragement to all families to make use of the campsites would encourage local families 
who are ‘time poor’ and may never have had this back to nature experience to share the 
experience of outdoor living - roughing it with their children. How many families know of its 
existence? The rental of a family tent might also attract families without the means to have 
this experience. 

 I have visited many campsites over the last few years and Wild camping is all the rage. Low 
impact on the environment and getting back to nature.  GBC are missing a big market by only 



allowing one booking at a time. No other campsite does this! You have the space to have at 
least 15 tents so charge per tent and allow multiple bookings!  Fill your campsite like others 
are doing. Remove the big fire pits and rent small fire pits at £5 a night, all other campsites do 
this. Also sell logs at £5-£8 per sack again all campsites do this. Please look on any camping 
booking sites you can sign up I’m sure and they will run it for you! People wanting to book get 
info on how many pitches are left and a confirmation email directly/ instantly when they book 
and make card payment with a reference no. You would be making money not losing it! There 
are only 2 campsites in Surrey and the chantry’s is one of them. 

 Forest school please! Great idea - get our children outside & in our wonderful countryside. 

 The campsite is just perfect as it is. We are loving it and are camping there at least twice a 
year. Please leave it as it is and don't sell it off to private schools. it is much loved and 
appreciated by local residents, and its beauty is the basic facilities that it has, that keeps the 
area untouched and natural. We don't need any improvement; we love it just the way it is! 

 The fact that it is basic makes the whole experience an enjoyable one! 

 This campsite is a fantastic resource that makes access to nature and a camping experience 
available to all. If it is refurbished, I would like to see it done in a sustainable way - compost 
toilets? As it is a small campsite, the impact on the environment would be minimal. Local 
forest schools could have exclusive use of the site at certain times as well and consult on - and 
assist with - sustainable management and maintenance. 

 Toilets are the only thing that need improvement the rest was great as it is. 

 The campsite is a wonderful public space giving all the chance to enjoy affordable wild 
camping. I would be very aggrieved if public accessibility was removed. 

 It seems there is no consideration for an option somewhere between A and B. For example, 
you could provide main toilets and washing facilities but you don't need changing rooms or 
even showers as most people would use it for weekend use - there are many simple 
campsites which operate like this and are more successful.  Also, the funding for 
improvements could be partially or entirely achieved through crowdfunding, sponsorship, or 
you could get local people to help with the work.  The website needs to be improved and 
there would need to be money spent on advertising.  The current losses are in large part 
because outside of the local community people simply don't know the campsite exists. With 
improved toilet facilities and decent marketing, the current campsite could be improved and 
at least the losses minimised. It seems that the options presented have not been well thought 
through, are the people making these options regular campers - do they know what people 
want in a campsite?   

 Children are spending less time outdoors so any improvement in facilities which will 
encourage families as well as schools and scout groups etc. to get out and enjoy nature - as 
long as traffic can be managed sensitively - should be encouraged. 

 Mark out route to reach campsite. 

 My preference would be to leave it as much like it currently stands as possible.  Small groups 
of children should be able to enjoy the environment but equally camping in such a natural 
setting should be a fairly basic pastime.  Makes you appreciate the facilities at home when 
you get back. 

 This campsite is right next to the North Downs way - it should be busy bit is not properly 
advertised and booking was a shamble. It's good to see there's something more proper in 
place now.  The way you have worded option A to influence people's choices is pretty 
disgraceful. Unless you're planning extensive unmentioned works beyond the campsite itself 
it's not going to be changing the habitat of the area, and any change to the 'tranquillity' 
applies to all the school/scouts/forest school options too but goes unmentioned.  You should 
withdraw this survey with an apology and reword. 

 I walk this area frequently and we should discourage any new buildings on it. Young people 
should be encouraged to camp there and learn how to sleep in tents, empty toilets and make 



fires- it should not become a building site. 

 No need to upgrade it (i.e. option A) because it is fine as it is. It offers basic facilities that allow 
users a genuine outdoor experience. Why spend so much money? 

 Keep campsite public and affordable for local people. 

 This is an excellent local resource which should be available to all.  I have never camped there 
but have used the site for picnics. 

 The campsite is already out of keeping with the chantries - the only way to improve the area 
would be to remove it altogether. 

 I’d like to see it used for educational purposes, especially important for the coming 
generations. I’d also like to see as little impact on the area as is practicably possible, it’s a 
beautiful spot. 

 The campsite should remain, it is in a beautiful setting with good walking trails.  It should be 
preserved for future generations to enjoy. 

 I would vote for option A and B. The campsite should be available for public use and not Just 
scouts/guides Forest school. They should be allowed to book like the general public and pay 
accordingly. 

 It already takes income from forest schools which are I think run independently from the 
campsite. Are you seriously saying the forest school having additional use for camping will 
generate an extra £9k? The maths is crazy. 

 There is definitely another option that sits between option A (new facilities) and option B (as 
is) where the existing facilities are upgraded but without the need for full utilities (electricity / 
mains water / plumbed toilets etc). I have stayed at several campsites that successfully blend 
wildness and convenience that certainly haven’t cost £300k to set up. I would suggest 
consulting with someone who can advise on the various options available. The problem with 
the site at the moment is it feels very utilitarian, but if it had more of back-to-basics wild 
glamping vibe with slightly upgraded facilities I think you could charge more and get more 
people staying there without it ‘changing the tranquillity and habitat of the woodland’. Having 
discussed this with many of my friends who have primary school aged children and live in and 
around Guildford, we are all in agreeance with this approach. 

 The chantries campsite is lovely because it doesn't impact the woodland and allows people to 
get closer to nature. I think if additional facilities e.g. showers etc were put in it would destroy 
the atmosphere. 

 Unable to use above boxes, but choice would be B, A, C, D, E. My family have enjoyed some 
special nights camping there and it will be a huge loss to Guildford, if it were to close to the 
public. 

 Option B is preferred over all others by a wide margin. 

 Option C should include Guides as well as Schools & Scouts. 

 The rural nature of Chantry Woods and the area as a whole should be preserved hence, I have 
put Option E as No. 1. While I personally would prefer no campsite at all for the sake of our 
fast vanishing wildlife, no campsite would mean that the many DofE scouts on the North 
Downs Way might find it difficult to find somewhere else, hence I have put Option C as my 
No.2.The other three options would be detrimental to the peace and quiet of the existing 
area and would cause permanent environmental damage. Therefore, I favour a return to 
grassland and woodland for nature conservation. I also believe that there are more worthy 
projects in the Borough that would benefit from financial input that are more accessible by 
vehicle than the Chantry site. 

 Not too sure what forest school is but I expect the charges would exempt the less well-off 
people of our community hence the lower position of Forest school use in my rankings. 

 We have visited the Chantry Woods on numerous occasions with our family and now with the 
grandchildren. We have, in addition, camped there with the whole extended family this 



summer. It is a very special place with just the right amount of intervention from the Council 
with regard to facilities. Please do not upgrade the site with showers etc. The whole fun of 
camping is to be resourceful. It is not difficult to deal with loos etc. and ensures that the 
character of the site is preserved by not upgrading it too much. Children need to be allowed 
to explore, learn about risk-taking in a safe environment and enjoy the natural environment.   
This ticks all the boxes and the Council is helping in that by keeping the site open as it is. 

 I am not sure of the need to encourage more vehicles/traffic to this area. It would be a big 
shame. Part of the charm of this campsite is that it is so basic. 

 Strong preference for a basic upgrade of facilities. This is not a campsite for “destination 
holidays” but ought to be a place for Surrey families to take kids for short breaks to introduce 
them to camping. It’s not competing with Center Parcs! 

 A basic campsite for scout groups is all that needs to be maintained. 

 Option B - The charm of the site is the views and basic facilities. It would be terrible if this 
asset was lost to local people and visitors. 

 It is a lovely campsite - it would be possible to charge more for it or work out a pricing 
structure for exclusive hire or for different groups.  I am not sure it needs very 'flash' facilities 
- an 'eco' campsite would work well. 

 Keeping the campsite, the same but trying to make it more ECO friendly would be lovely to 
see, especially seeing as our world is in a state of climatic emergency. Compostable toilet 
facilities etc. 

 A one-off cost of a cesspit is about £20K and will be in situ for decades require the occasional 
emptying.  This would make the campsite more viable and require occasional emptying A 
cesspit will lead to more than one party to book at one time - more income generation charge 
for groups according to age. Provide heavily discounted fees for school/forest school groups 
or for free. Allow campervans/mobiles for the disabled/elderly so they, too, can enjoy this 
wonderful site in comfort - without discrimination. 

 This form has an error because in the first sentence you have asked for a tick then under OP E 
you ask for a ranking. The toilets can be improved and increased in volume - many houses 
throughout Guildford have septic tanks - have you even looked into that option? I have 
recently moved into Guildford and like this campsite - forest schools are good fun but to lose 
a campsite forever to one would be crazy. 

 Keep the campsite as it is - open to walk through. 

 Eco toilets? Cold running water only. Clean and basic. 

 I choose D, C, B, E, A -12345. Boxes not working on my phone. 

 This is the only campsite and should be kept. 

 This is an excellent facility to have on our doorstep. Please retain it for future generations. 

 I really think it wrong that I have to pay the same for my baby as me. Why don't you charge 
like normal campsites? I have stayed at lots with night soil toilets too - they're perfectly fine. 
We camp at East Horsley a lot that is supposed to be Guildford's campsite but a campsite 
closer to Guildford with all the mod cons would be great for tourism. 

 This is a fantastic facility. It doesn't need masses of modernisation. Kids enjoy it as it is. Let 
our kids enjoy the wild without squeaky clean facilities. This is a real camping experience. If 
you need to raise money why not crowdfund it every year. I'm sure people would chip in. 

 This is a public area and should be available to all RESPONSIBLE people.  This may, however, 
require police monitoring. I wonder how e.g. public use of Newlands Corner is monitored. 

 Need to keep it open for dog walkers, riders and even cattle. Dogs are regularly walked up on 
the chantries. 

 This is a beautiful unique facility that has helped make many happy memories. Please, please, 
please keep it open for camping. 

 How about using off-grid technology to make the campsite more desirable to members of the 



public. That way you wouldn't need to run electricity and other services up to the campsite. It 
would also be another source of education and should not disturb the tranquillity. 

 What about of the grid sources so the council doesn't have to pay as much? 

 I know friends who have camped at the Chantries and the attraction is going back to basics.  
The benefit is getting back to nature for all who wish to camp there. 

 The campsite is a useful resource for Surrey Schools in general, and I don't think it should be 
limited to a forest school. 

 Keep it as it is. Great to have an accessible site like this, affordable, basic and offering an 
opportunity for locals to experience the great outdoors. Please keep it! 

 The existing campsite is a relatively ECO option, the only reason I haven't used it is one of 
timing and opportunity.  I believe it should be an amenity for the public, not just restricted to 
educational groups. I see no reason why it couldn't be refurbished to a moderate standard as 
Option D and yet include public camping. I often walk through the area and would not want 
to see this restricted. 

 What a lovely site for people to use. GBC should be proud this is available to public.  Do 
something right for the good of the locals. 

 Now I know there is a local campsite, I'll take my children for a night! 

 The field is one of a series of fields on the top of the North Downs Chantries, which are 
enjoyed by many walkers, including large numbers of local dog walkers. For the council to 
spend a lot of money on this field seems an inappropriate use of council funds, when I am 
sure there are much more important issues. Option A would alter the tranquillity adversely, 
and I think is totally unnecessary, as there are plenty of other commercial campsites around 
which fulfil the needs of those campers who want more facilities. 

 The campsite should remain open for public use - it is a beautiful location and a valuable 
facility, however recognising the financial challenges I would support any investment that 
retains public access, but allows GBC to get a return. 

 Although I don't camp here, I've passed through many times with my dog and it's lovely to see 
all kinds of groups using the site. It would be a great shame if the public could no longer 
access it. 

 This spot is on a beautiful public right of way. Any restriction for that has to be opposed. As 
for the camping, we currently assist at two forest schools in Guildford, the option C implies 
only one would be using it. This simply is not good enough. Option E, wholly unacceptable, 
the site hardly makes an impact on this staggering area, to remove any facilities will not add 
to it. Option A would inevitably mean a busier site, more building and traffic. The peaceful 
nature of the site would go. I also volunteer at a Youth Club in Guildford and remember the 
site was used wholly for youth groups of various kinds. This should continue. My Youth Club 
members are some way from enjoying the great outdoors so far, but the option should 
remain open to us. 

 I have walked through the campsite many times over the last 20 years and love to see it being 
used by families, schools and especially charities such as CHICKS.  I understand the cost is/was 
£7 per person per night. 

 It is well used by D of E and scout and guides so please ensure the campsite continues to be 
available. 

 I also walk there everyday of the year. A limited access would be a disaster to me and my 
friends. 

 It has been enjoyed by many over the years and I am sure many will do so in the future if 
allowed to do so. 

 This is bonkers. Why can't the campsite be used by scouts, guides and members of the public 
AND a forest school over specific parts of the year? Is the site large enough that a forest 
school can operate on part of it permanently and the rest used by school, scouts, guides, the 
public etc?  By leasing it to a forest school you are effectively making a public owned resource 



accessible only to those who can afford to attend the forest school.  I'd strongly suggest that 
you also advertise it far more broadly - I doubt many know of its existence and it would be a 
brilliant resource for families who cannot afford to travel far or pay lots, giving them a break 
in nature which is proven to have benefits for mental health etc.  I'm in two minds about 
keeping the facilities basic - on the one hand it ensures affordability to those on lower 
incomes, and I think there's something to be said for roughing it a bit - teaches children to be 
grateful for mod cons and to be resourceful - on the other hand… 

 It would seem a shame to waste the current site. Have you seen if there is an external 
organisation that could help take it on? Embers? Surrey Adventure company etc? 

 I would like to see the forest school option with at least some public access ideally. Perhaps it 
could be public access on some weekends or weeks of the year, particularly to coincide with 
school holidays, when presumably, school groups would not be using it.  I would also like to 
know that the option for schools to take groups to the site would be widely promoted to local 
schools so that they could avail of the facility. 

 I don't think this facility should be turned over to a forest school. By all means they could 
book it but it would discriminate against families, other schools and scouts etc. 

 One of my children has camped at the Chantries campsite with Holy Trinity School back in 
2010. It was great the children could camp in Guildford after a circular school to Shere. The 
walk was at the end of term and was from Guildford to Shere, they called the walk the Trinity 
Trek. Unfortunately, since then in subsequent years, the trip has had to be revised. My other 
two children had to camp at Bentley Copse at the end of the walk, not as convenient for a 
Guildford School. Quite polluting for 90 parents to drive up those congested lanes to Shere to 
pick up their children. I think it would be great if the campsite would be used by local schools 
and Scouts. Could the facilities be updated to be on a par with Bentley Copse? I agree a 
campsite for the public could increase traffic and may not be a good idea for that reason, 
unless it was a 'green' campsite and could only be walked to. Maybe for people walking the 
Pilgrims Way or Downs Link path. 

 I don’t think the higher standard (A) means overall better outcome in terms of community 
and environment. It’s a great place for public to enjoy and I believe it can also be reserved for 
schools and scouts if needed. 

 This is an absolutely beautiful campsite and it would be an incredible shame if it was not to be 
available to the public in some way. I don't think anyone camping there needs a fully 
refurbished site, it is frankly absolutely perfect as it is, and I would think most campers would 
be happy to pay more for it as it is, allowing the council to make a small profit each year. 

 I can't stress enough how important I think that this sort of simple undeveloped and cheap 
access to the countryside is for people's wellbeing and it is just the sort of thing a local council 
should be championing.  I appreciate the pressure on finance but then I see money spent on 
unnecessary projects in other areas so my sympathy is tempered.  I have also become 
extremely cynical about these consultations having concluded that they are exercises to make 
it look as if the local authority listens with there being no intention of changing a pre-
conceived plan.  I hope I'm proved wrong this time. 

 I have been walking the Chantries and through the campsite for over 40 years. I like its 
tranquillity and the way it fits into the environment. I welcome the idea of a forest school 
assuming it really would still be open to school and other youth groups. But, as someone who 
has walked the North Downs Way camping on it, there is a dearth of places to camp. I did it 
without permission then, when I was with my son and couldn't find any. I expect people will 
still do that today, but it would be better to have somewhere official. 

 I’m always surprised how underused such a lovely site is - even in the summer holidays. An 
increase in visitor numbers through greater local awareness could help reduce the ongoing 
costs anticipated in option B without the drawbacks of A. 

 This campsite is a special place for the local community. We are so lucky to have the beauty of 



the Chantries in our town, and being able to camp in our local woods gives a sense of 
belonging to this special piece of land. This is also a local space for people to get together. It is 
not just about camping. I firmly believe it should remain as a basic campsite. It is not clear 
where the view has come from that it should be developed into a commercial campsite with 
showers and electricity. It seems to me it is more about an experience of being in local nature 
that is the value of this precious space, plus a local place for people to come together to 
celebrate. Showers are not necessary for these mostly one-night stays. The conservation work 
that goes into the chantries is much appreciated, but probably never gets voiced.   It is not 
clear to me how the campsite currently costs £5,000 a year to run. I would like to see the 
accounts details to determine what this money is being spent on. 

 Keep it for public use. There are few enough public camps sites as is. 

 Keep it open for the public use, but by all means take bookings for forest schools too- why 
not? We pay for it in our rates, but GBC and SCC seem hell bent on commercialising 
everything, these sites are not actually yours to do this with, they are held in trust by the 
council on behalf of the tax/ rate paying public. 

 I think options D and E are terrible. 

 GBC are supposed to serve their public, the ones that pay their Council Tax to enable the 
council to supply services to the people of Guildford...So GBC serve your public.  Or do what 
all public service bodies do, do what you want and blow everyone else!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 I think we should be mindful of a low carbon footprint and keep the campsite as it is. If a toilet 
block could be added at a minimal cost then I would support that. I think this should remain a 
local campsite for local people and visitors. 

 The campsite is fine as it is. There is no need to change it. However, the campsite should be 
better publicised. Most local people aren't aware of it, which is a shame. If the cost of running 
the campsite is an issue, why not just charge a flat £50 per night for the campsite, raising to 
£75 during the summer months, and £100 for summer weekend nights? This would likely 
raise more money the current pricing model. 

 Make the booking service online with immediate booking options. Offer small fire pits for rent 
but keep the option of allowing campers to bring their own. Sell bags of logs at £5 a bag like 
other wild camping sites with a couple of fire lights. 

 This is a beautiful spot for the public to use. The council is, after all supposed to serve it’s 
public, it would be a great shame to give it to a Forest school. Not much point refurbishing for 
such a small revenue and huge costs and tree removal. 

 It should remain open to public with simple update in sanitation. 

 There are no public camping facilities elsewhere in the Guildford area. Although we have 
been unsuccessful so far at booking a night at the Chantries site, we are still excited about 
being able to spend a night under canvas close to home with an almost wild camping 
experience. 

 I was a scout for all my childhood and I'd tend towards leaving nature to be as close to nature 
as possible - rustic campsites are beautiful and inspirational. Too much of our world is 
'managed' and subject to too much health and safety restrictions. 

 The area is such a benefit to the school it would be such a shame to no longer be able to use 
it. The children gain so much from being able to go there. 

 Do nothing to increase the footprint of the site. The site is small and to justify such a radical 
change it would have to enlarge. The council should look at the environmental impact of 
upgrading the site to commercial standards. The primary use of this area is for walkers rather 
than campers and the site needs to be seen in that context. 

 I would pay more for better facilities. 

 Please leave the campsite for everyone to use as they have done without issue for years.  
Clean up the toilets by all means, but otherwise leave the place alone. Please stop harming 
our countryside by building on it. Leave out countryside alone. 



 I am a local resident who walks through the campsite daily. It is in an AONB and provides a 
beauty spot and view for all visitors and members of the public. I believe that it should be 
returned to its natural state for everyone to enjoy rather than becoming a commercial 
enterprise for the council. If it is refurbished to be used by a forest school it will alter the 
character of the area irrevocably. Please do not do this - we have precious little natural 
woodland as it is and we need to preserve it for future generations. 

 The area must continue to be open to members of the public. So many dog walkers and other 
users enjoy the chantries on a daily basis. 

 This should be available to all. 

 We need more spaces like these but they don’t have to be gold plated. 

 Although I've never personally used this campsite, I do think that given the view that we 
should encourage children and families to make more use of the countryside, it would be a 
loss for this amenity to be lost. Many children never experience the great outdoors and 
instead of restricting use of the campsite why not use a small amount of public funds to 
actually publicise this amenity rather than just lose or restrict it?  Also, why does it have to be 
a forest school only, why can't a forest school and public use be shared?  I'm sure most of the 
public would use it at the weekend when forest school wouldn't thereby introducing two 
funding streams for the council. 

 My children and I have camped at Chantry Woods campsite 1-2 times/year for the last 3 years 
(age range of children during stays 6 to 10), as part of a party of fellow parents and children 
from the same year group at our school. Every year when asked they reply an instant 'yes!' to 
the prospect of a long weekend stay at the site. When surrounded by all the comforts of 
home, you could ask why? The simple answer is that it’s fun! A beautiful location, with woods 
to explore with their friends, grounds to roam, dens to build, trees to climb, night 
explorations with head torches, fires to make, sausages to cook over the fire, marshmallows 
to toast, and bacon sandwiches for breakfast. Every time, whatever the weather, both return 
home in need of a wash but with many happy memories. They are not concerned (and neither 
am I) about the chemical toilet facilities or 2 cold water taps. In addition to the memories, 
these weekends away in this beautiful environment with basic facilities. 

 The site must remain an amenity available to all. Options C, D, E are absolutely unacceptable. 

 Please keep as is and safe current set up. 

 The campsite is fantastic - to limit its use to a forest school or for schools and scouts only, and 
by encouraging regular large groups could be harmful for the natural environment and would 
be limiting for those outside those groups. Its current sporadic usage allows the area to be 
enjoyed by all with nature not disproportionately affected by campers. This is an area 
regularly used by walkers, runners, young and old and should be kept so that all can use it. 

 Out of 5 options only 2 allow for public camping! Why? Although it’s great to ensure young 
people, scouts, schools etc get to experience camping in such a lovely place why make it 
exclusive to such a small section of the community- whilst also minimising the overall 
utilisation of the site. 

 Whatever the decision this area should be open for access to the general public. I, like many 
people, walk through the campsite several times a week. The reason I put I have never “used 
“it is because I have never camped there. Both my children did when at school.  I think it 
completely inappropriate to do anything other than a basic refurb of the current facility as 
necessary. We all appreciate a water source particularly in the summer. Any cost can be offset 
by an increase of hire charge. Definitely not upgrade to showers and other amenities. This is a 
precious area of natural beauty enjoyed by many. Forests schools etc. would create health 
and safety issues and the inevitable building and potentially limit the access to the public. 

 Please don't change it, if you do you will break it and ruin it. Its basic but it works. If you 
provide shiny facilities some miscreants will burn it down and then you will close the site. 
Leave it as is please. 



 The site is an integral part of the Chantries and further development and in particular 
commercialisation of the site which is enjoyed by a wide spectrum of local and non-local 
residents should be avoided at all costs. 

 Please, please don't change the nature of this beautiful peaceful place enjoyed by so many 
people. A small refurb is absolutely sufficient and you can charge a little more per person. 
Please don't add a car park, lighting, buildings, access roads etc. Keep it as it is! There is so 
little provision for family basic wild camping available. 

 The campsite is a special asset and it needs to be protected. Additional facilities are not 
required. Our children would not have enjoyed their camping holidays there (which they 
LOVE) any more for the addition of electricity etc. The charm of the site is the ‘back to nature’ 
feel and the safe environment for kids to play on the field and in the woods. Plus, the camp 
fire of course!  Members of the community have made their views clear and I wholeheartedly 
support the messages being shared. We believe that the payment for the site requires more 
careful thought. You currently charge the same for adults, children and babies; commercial 
groups and school groups; whether it's August or January; whether you have just one person 
taking up the whole field or one hundred people; whether it's a 2h lunchtime birthday party 
or an overnight stay; etc. The current model is not fit for purpose, and increasing the £ pp/pn 
number without making any changes to the pricing structure does not solve it. 

 Given the very few campsites in the area I am amazed that the council can't or won't make 
money from it as it is and wants to give the campsite up to a private operator. Have you 
spoken to the Basingstoke Canal about how popular their campsite is?? In the last 5 years I 
have tried on 3 occasions to book it for group use and always it has been fully booked. 

 I think the costs seem excessive and profits low. During weekends in the summer pitches 
could be sold for a good price with a communal fire pit.  It would be a wonderful way for the 
local community to come together. 

 I feel strongly that it needs only basic facilities - it is the joy of being close to nature that will 
benefit young people in particular. 

 The current campsite is a huge benefit to local groups who have been using it for many years. 
It would be very sad to see an area of outstanding natural beauty turned into a private 
business that would have different priorities and not be accessible for everybody (this is 
based on prices charged). 

 I feel that there are hardly any facilities like these in the borough and it’s important to keep 
them running. I will help if I can. I run a local therapy garden and am fully DBS checked. Call 
me on 07464068671. 

 Essential to ensure preservation of the natural environment.  All too few of these basic 
campsites left. 

 Leave as is. Great location. Basic but that is also the appeal of the place as close to nature. 

 Option A sounds like it would destroy/disturb/disrupt the current habitat to an unacceptable 
level and it would be a shame to do this to an area of natural beauty. This most disturbing 
element of the other options C and D is that these options are promoting exclusive use and as 
such promoting a very non-inclusive solution. This would be not be in keeping with good 
relations within the local community. £5,000 for option B is a small price to pay compared to 
other much larger borough spending. 

 The best option is to continue with a basic, no-frills camping experience and so I would prefer 
options C or B. The supporting info for each option is not clear but I would prefer B if it meant 
more people used it, and therefore it cost less in subsidy. Option A should be rejected out of 
hand as it detracts from the current offer and delivers an appalling return on investment. If 
the numbers given are correct, this option has a negative NPV. Option D is effectively 
privatisation of this public space. It benefits a private company at the cost of the experience 
available to council tax payers. 

 It would be a huge loss to lose public access to the campsite. 



 This is a wonderful site much loved by the community. To go and have a picnic in the Surrey 
Hills is a very special thing and in winter this is the only place where fires can be lit. As a family 
we love it and would happily pay for the use of the firepits. We have many happy memories 
here; it is particularly special for family friends who don't normally socialise in groups due to 
autistic family members, who feel the space here allows interaction and solitude when 
necessary. There is just about access for the disabled which is wonderful as most places in the 
Surrey Hills are inaccessible. We would very much like to keep this space for community use, 
whether it is used for camping is neither here nor there. The flat space allows for games to be 
played and children to safely explore. 

 Only Option B is recommended.  The other options are exclusive and Option A would ruin the 
whole nature of the area. 

 This is a beautiful spot which provides public open access in particular for dog 
walkers/families etc. which should be kept as open space for all to enjoy.  It is wonderful that 
families can picnic freely or even BBQ.  I don't believe it should be used as a so-called forest 
school as I would be concerned/fearful that it would be 'developed' in some way. Access to 
the Chantries is via a very busy narrow lane and I would fear more traffic, and it is pretty 
dangerous for pedestrians walking from St. Martha's car park to the Chantries. 

 Take a massive asset for the future and should be brought up to date asap so that existing 
walkers and future campers can enjoy the countryside. I’ve noticed over recent years the 
decline of the site. I thought surely this should be looked after for many future generations 
who will only get to camp out in sites like these. Life is becoming so predictable with all this 
cost cutting until in the end there will be nothing for anybody unless you’re really wealthy and 
can afford to have holidays abroad 2 or 3 times a year. 

 It is vital that this be retained as a campsite to encourage people to reconnect with our 
environment and help them to understand how important these wonderful open spaces are - 
not only for the wildlife but for people too. Being outside has been shown in many studies to 
improve people's mind and body so any facilities which help people gain the experience of 
being at one with nature is to be applauded. Starting with young people has to be a good way 
forward. Whilst I would like the general public to still be able to use the site, I cannot see the 
necessity to refurbish and make it a plush place to be. Wild camping is a thing in itself - 
getting back to basics is something to be enjoyed. It would be a pity to exclude the general 
public - could it not be used by the public when the forest school is not using it???? That 
would enable the council to get more money in. Why restrict it to one option or the other? It 
is currently used by both. 

 This is a valuable asset which should be maintained as a basic campsite for all to use. A more 
creative fee structure should be used to generate more revenue and greater usage. Current 
charges are too low per head for camping but if a large group is using the site it may be 
prohibitive. Consider a minimum and a maximum charge for site use. Consider different fee 
structure for young people’s organisations vs private/corporate users. 

 It would be nice to have improved facilities, that would allow members of the public to use it 
as a single group booking. 

 Keep the site as close to nature as possible. 

 I think in this day of busy people and refinement it is essential to have a facility for schools 
and guides/scouts to use in Guildford. I walk my dog weekly passed the campsite and witness 
young people having a marvellous wild experience. Lots of family groups seem to book the 
site too. We are very lucky to have this site and it must be protected and refurbished. 

 Rough camping is rough camping, that is how it should be. No fun otherwise. 

 None. 

 Why is there no option to improve the facilities in a limited way to allow multiple group use at 
a lower cost than £300,000, there seems to be an all or nothing approach. Surely a simple 
block with flushing toilets would be all that is required to allow multiple simultaneous group 



use. The limitation at present is that booking the site has to be done months in advance due 
to popularity during the months when camping is attractive. Surely a lower investment with a 
slightly higher booking fee and the potential for increased utilisation would benefit both users 
and the council's finances? 

 This is a beautiful area, keep it beautiful and no more infrastructure or building is needed. 

 I would much prefer the facilities to remain low key, although some basic improvements 
would be a good idea. I walk my dog there at least 3 times a week so would not support 
anything that changed my enjoyment of such a lovely area. I am very supportive of the 
educational aspects of option B and fully believe in creating an opportunity for the younger 
generations to experience the joys of nature and benefits to wellbeing that it brings. 

 Use for housing rather than green belt? 

 The current site could do with some very modest tidying, but should be essentially 
maintained as it is. The costing estimate of £300k seems excessive and prohibitive and should 
not be pursued. The council should share the working behind this figure. 

 It cannot just be about money. It is also about community and providing facilities for locals, 
families and young people. Please do not deprive us of another local facility which takes us 
away from busy and digital lives. 

 I walk through the campsite every day. The vast majority of people using the area are walkers 
and dog walkers, of which there are many. In my view this area of land should be treated as 
the adjoining open areas in the Chantries - as a marvellous site to enjoy the Surrey Hills. It's 
one of the delights of the area and I see the campsite as a minor consideration. 

 No. 

 Only recently aware, but our family are camping fans and we would like to use it. 

 The forest school option would benefit so many children. My only concern is parking - the car 
park at St Martha's is often quite busy already. 

 Should have reduced rates for children. Install cesspit if there isn’t one there and have 
flushing toilets. Take in more than 1 group. Local schools have been using the site for forest 
school days, let that continue. 

 Camping doesn’t require ‘modern facilities ‘. That’s the essence of camping- back to basics!  If 
more visitors are needed to increase income then promote the site - Facebook etc. I am sure 
few people are aware of the wonderful opportunities to camp there. 

 The location of the campsite is not suitable for a commercial campsite - the peace and quiet 
of the area and lack of easy access (single lane road) and lack of parking all mean 
development would be inappropriate. 

 I would be concerned that creating access would cause damage to a sensitive bluebell wood, 
as would the increased traffic through the wood. A public campsite would change the nature 
of the area and could encourage further development. 

 There has been a huge rise in camping & glamping in the last few years. This is a beautiful 
spot which if looked after & advertised would do very well bring close to London the coast & 
an area of outstanding natural beauty, there are already a number of scouts only campsites in 
the area & nothing for public use. I have in the past looked into staying at the campsite but It 
was very difficult. 

 Public use, no other option in my opinion is welcome. 

 It would be a real shame to not have the campsite available to the public. 

 Please do not commercialise the best area in Guildford which is a natural environment. 
Changing the use of this area will not improve its use, please don't look at this merely from a 
financial aspect. 

 My family have used the chantries between the 70’s and the 90’s. They run scout camps for 
Bellfield’s cubs and a deaf children’s camp. It would be a shame to lose the place but the 
facilities do need upgrading. It would encourage others to use it more often. 



 This is a poor survey. 

 Keep it basic, like a mountain bothy for public use including scouting fraternity. Presume 
there is a booking system? 

 I used the campsite as a girl guide. We need this sort of facility to stop children being so 
dependent on IT games and social media. 

 Please keep it open. 

 I really object to needless changes when something is working already. It's a simple, low-tech, 
low-fi, beauty spot which should be kept for the local community. That means people living in 
Guildford or surrounding villages, or local schools and local groups. Upgrading with showers, 
toilets and facilities will simply SPOIL this beauty spot by over-development and over use, 
building structures, increasing visitors, increasing noise and disturbance. I have used the 
campsite several times, but I also walk through the campsite at least once a week with my 
dogs. I always see other walkers passing over this land. It's so calm and peaceful with a 
wonderful view. Please, please just leave things alone. Less is often more in this day. Under-
development rather than over-development! 

 Keep it as it is. Advertise it better and charge enough to cover costs or make a small profit. 
Clearly state that any profit goes straight back into the campsite. Lots of local groups could 
use the space and if managed well, the events they hold could help fund the space. It is a 
unique space, 30 miles from central London and is under-utilised and not very well known. Is 
a town council the best organisation to be responsible for utilising such a great space? 

 Why can’t the area be shared for public use and forest school? 

 I believe that continued provision of such facilities to schools and scouts is essential. I 
personally benefited greatly from such facilities in my youth. 

 I would pay more money per night if the facilities were updated. 

 It is public land so should be open to public! Having visited the campsite for over fifty years 
since a child would not want it closed to the public. The beauty of it is it is basic! I suspect the 
majority of groups are children and young people anyway! Whatever option public access for 
walkers etc to be maintained. 

 I am 50 years old, not used it for years but had some great times as a scout in the 80’s there, 
be a shame to lose it, you seem to charge us more every year for council tax but we get less 
services each year and it’s disgusting. 

 The campsite has been a part of the amenities available to the people of Guildford for 
decades giving many children and young people the opportunity to enjoy the outstanding 
natural beauty of the Surrey Hills. In my opinion the cost to the tax payer is a very small and 
therefore the campsite must be maintained and made available to as many groups as 
possible. 

 If there are 1,400 visitors per year, paying £4.75 each, and it costs the Council £5,000 pa to 
run, the campsite is more than paying for itself. Why does it need a subsidy? What are the 
repairs costing £36,000? Could some of these be carried out by local volunteers? It’s local 
people who treasure this simple site as it is. Could the council work with them to make the 
necessary repairs? 

 Used to camp there with the scouts. Important to keep the availability for the youth to get 
out into nature. 

 I think with deforestation it’s important for the youths (our future) to embrace nature and 
what better way than being surrounded by it. 

 Use by a forest school plus use by scouts etc. AND the public campers at other times seems to 
be the obvious answer that would please all interested parties! The preferred solution will 
have to be explained clearly and ask for feedback to avoid troublesome rumours from 
residents. The rumours have not been helped by rather unclear communication so far. Also, 
perhaps the forest school would be willing to provide the booking system. 



 Although the survey asked about use of the campsite in the last 5 years, I'd like to point out 
that many of used this site many times in our youth, our children used it, and although we 
haven't used it in the last 5 years, we do understand what value it is to the community, and 
value what it gave us years ago! 

 Please keep it open and accessible to as many parties, individuals and organised groups alike. 
It's part of any young, then older, person's heritage, when living in Guildford. 

 Although I have not personally used it, our children have and loved it. Let’s hope lots more 
children in the community get the opportunity to do so also. 

 I believe any form of camping should be available to all members of the public but especially 
to the younger generation. In this age of inactivity and obesity any outdoor activities should 
be encouraged and made achievable. 

 In the current financial and environmental climate, I don't think option A makes any sense. 
From growing up using the campsite, option D sounds like a fantastic option :) 

 Please let’s not turn this into a mass public campsite. It should remain natural and as wild as 
possible with limited numbers allowed each year. Over recent years it has become more and 
more popular and it is losing its appeal. I would strongly recommend increasing the price per 
night and limiting the numbers allowed per night and per year and keeping it wild, this is the 
most appealing aspect. 

 This is an AONB and in terms of climate change we need to protect these woods as much as 
possible. Less human interference at night and all day (as with camping) would be better. 
Forest schools already access the woods quite successfully and they do not need this site. 

 I would like to see the breakdown for £36,000 worth of repairs please. Can you make this 
document public? If people want to go to a campsite with hot and cold running water, car 
parking, electricity and plumbed in lavatories then they should go somewhere else. There is 
nearly nowhere left where people can just enjoy life and nature and leave no carbon 
footprint. 

 This campsite is a fabulous facility - over and beyond camping. We've gathered friends there 
informally for wide games (when no-one is camping) and we regularly walk our dog (up to five 
times a week) in this site. It's a beautiful clearing and so well placed but we'd hate to be shut 
out of it in any way. Our main priority would be to maintain open access, but we also see that 
a little more publicity could see the site booked more often which would be lovely. I have no 
doubt that the beauty of this spot keeps walkers coming and we are proud of it - and thankful 
to the council for operating it! 

 I do not want this site to become a mainstream camping provision at all. 

 Local resident for 17 years and have lived in/around Guildford since 1991. This area is used 
daily by dog-walkers as well as families, walking groups etc. Access must be preserved to this 
area for local tax-paying residents: privatising this area (Option D Forest school) and "limiting 
numbers" does not appear to preserve the area for public use nor for local residents. The 
existing toilet blocks are an eye-sore: they should be removed (Option E No campsite) or 
updated in keeping with the rural surroundings (Option A Refurbished campsite). The Hall has 
recently had the roof repaired. Campsite bookings would increase if shower/toilet facilities 
were updated: increased visitors would increase revenue for local leisure/ entertainment 
providers e.g. pubs, restaurants, cafes, High street shops, YA Theatre, Guildford Spectrum, G 
Live. 

 I have walked over the hills since I was very young. If you are thinking of going for option. 
With trees being cut and more traffic. I don't agree with that. I wouldn’t like it. So, everyone 
can enjoy it. 

 My children use the facilities via scouts organised events. I feel it would be a massive loss to 
the area and these groups may also be under threat if the council were to permanently close 
sites like this. 

 We have spoken to families using this when we have been out walking. Some come here year 



after year. It is a beautiful area to camp and give children a safe experience of camping. 
Toilets and running water are a real bonus and make it usable by families. Please keep this 
available to all. 

 To me option 1 seems to be over the top, and in the present climate the money it will take to 
achieve this could be better used elsewhere. Personally, only proper toilets and wash 
facilities, along with cold water for washing and cooking are all that is required, and hot water 
can be produced by using fires rather than potentially wasting energy storing hot water in a 
tank.  Approx. a year ago I started walking in and around Chantry Wood during my lunch hour, 
and to me it is an extremely valuable place to walk and spend time there. Partly due to nature 
and how it changes during the seasons, with the bluebells and other flowers in Spring, to the 
cyclamen flowering in Autumn, along with the open space where the campsite is and the 
wonderful views into the distance. Having this amazing green space on the edge of a busy and 
built up town it is an escape from the noise, pollution and the busyness of life is extremely 
important.  

 Option A would represent an extremely poor return on the capital investment (0.83% p.a.) 
and even that is uncertain. It would also have a negative impact on the environment in that 
area. So, this seems to be the worst idea presented. Option D would presumably require a lot 
of transport movements to bring young children to the "forest school" and take them home 
again on the same day. This does not seem a good idea from an environmental perspective, 
which should be important in this sensitive location, or in view of the narrow lane access to 
this part of Chantry Woods. There must be more appropriate locations for forest school 
activities, even elsewhere in Chantry Woods. Option C is my preferred choice as there must 
be a considerable demand for a site of this type with all of the Duke of Edinburgh's Award 
Scheme groups doing their expeditions and training in this area. It would be unfortunate to 
close it altogether, and these groups should have the experience of using basic services. 

 I would like to ask whether scout, guide and schools have been asked what their opinions are? 
I think it is imperative for as many children as possible and from diverse backgrounds should 
have the opportunity to use the campsite, especially as so many children who do not have 
enough exercise or outdoor play. For some children it is their only holiday and time away 
from possibly a difficult home or school life.  Have the council approached any local 
businesses to help fund the necessary refurbishments? Could local voluntary groups help with 
the works? I understand the council’s resources are limited but by looking elsewhere for 
support might be an option? I camped as a guide and still remember how much I enjoyed 
myself and how may skills I leant. I wonder whether the site really needs showers etc? We 
just had one running cold tap and managed for the week? 

 maryho21@outlook.com. The campsite would have to be made fairly secure, or it could be 
invaded by groups of rough sleepers/homeless people, and therefore not be able to fulfil its 
main purpose. I am not unsympathetic to the homeless, but a secluded site like this could be 
left in a messy state (speaking from experience). 

 It is a lovely campsite which I have often wanted to use but it has been booked by other 
groups when I have wanted to use it. I love the fact that the facilities are basic- that is part of 
the charm. Please keep it basic for all people who love the outdoors. 

 If a public campsite is decided on where would the public park their cars, and the lane, being 
single is already hazardous. 

 It’s a public space and I feel that it’s important to keep it this way. I do not want this area to 
be privatised. 

 No. 

 I am concerned about there being any development in this special natural area. The less 
facilities that are provided the better. I feel there are other locations which would be less 
impacted by the provision facilities. This area is currently enjoyed by a lot of walkers who 
massively value it as a natural area. 



 Option A would spoil the campsite and woods, and constitutes a far too intensive use of the 
area which was never intended by the people that originally acquired the land for public use. 
Please leave this incredibly beautiful and peaceful area alone (as existing - basic campsite or 
remove the campsite altogether). I visit the woods three times a week, every week, to walk 
and I pass through the campsite. It is a peaceful spot to admire the view and should not be 
developed further. Please do not develop the site further. Please leave the site as it is. 

 I have been walking in the Chantry Woods for most of my life as a child with my family and 
now at least three times a week with my dogs. The area is not large and is not sustainable for 
an increase in traffic or lots of people. The forest/woods will suffer if a bigger infrastructure is 
built. The Bluebell woods should be protected!!  The Wildlife should be protected.  It is the 
proximity of the beautiful countryside to Guildford Town Centre and our homes is what 
makes Guildford so special. The future of these beautiful woods should be preserved for the 
next generations.  Commercial enterprise should not be a consideration in this matter.  If the 
bottom line is purely monetary than the campsite should be returned to open grassland and 
managed accordingly with the Chantry Woods as a whole.  PRESERVATION OF CHANTRY 
WOOD IS PARAMOUNT. I ask that the Council seek Expert Advice in this matter as well as 
listen to the public.  Avoid hugely expensive mistakes. 

 Retain the campsite and continue access for all. Subsidising facilities for community benefit 
are an important role for the council not an admission of failure. 

 I am responding on behalf of Holy Trinity Amenity Group. The site is a much-valued part of the 
Chantries. Some of our members use it for camping, and many more frequently pass through 
it when taking a walk from our homes (no car travel involved). Over the years we have had 
involvement with its future. We wish it to remain a mainly natural area that can be enjoyed 
by all, with only basic facilities for camping which should be primarily for the general public, 
and Guildford residents in particular. This pro-forma consultation is not helpful.  We hope 
that the submissions and correspondence we have previously made, which remain relevant, 
will continue to be considered. 

 Whilst it would be unlikely to become Piccadilly Circus the campsite should be able to be 
accessed by all. £300,000 is nothing in the grand scheme of things. I also think it possible to 
hold some fund-raising events to help with some cost. it is a wonderful resource. The open 
nature is wonderful and the views are stunning. I enjoy walking through the area with my 
dogs. It would be a tragedy to allow it to become under used and a victim of the bracken 
invasion that happens every time a tree is removed. 

 Not well-enough used. I walk my dog there about twice a week and it is so rarely used. I don't 
think it would be well-used as a public site, so not worth the investment. Forest school use is 
a good idea. 

 There is no need whatsoever to spend £300,000. The pleasure experienced by any campers is 
the basic nature of the site. The forest school deal is far too restrictive and exclusive, it would 
be preferable for the public to be able to enjoy the space even if they can’t camp rather than 
have a forest school take it over. Rethink this whole proposal and listen to what people are 
saying. 

 The campsite is such a good resource for public groups. We used it several times for 
Woodcraft Folk summer camp. Doesn't need significant upgrade for this purpose except for 
better water/tap and better track/access. 

 


